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Rayleigh-Bénard convection in elliptic and stadium-shaped containers
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We report on defect formation in convection patterns of stadium-shaped and elliptical horizontal layers of
fluid heated from below~Rayleigh-Bénard convection!. The fluid was ethanol with a Prandtl numbers
514.2. The outermost convection roll was forced to be parallel to the sidewall by a supplementary wall heater.
The major- and minor-axis aspect ratiosG i5Di /2d, i 51, 2 (Di are the major and minor diameter andd the
thickness! were 19.4 and 13.0, respectively. For the stadium shape, we found a stable pattern that was
reflection-symmetric about the major diameter and had a downflow roll of lengthLs along a large part of this
diameter. This roll terminated in two convex disclinations, as expected from theory. No other patterns with the
outermost roll parallel to the sidewall were found. The wave numbers of the rolls in the curved sections andLs

decreased with increasinge[DT/DTc21, consistent with a prediction for wave-number selection by curved
rolls in an infinite system. At largee, the roll adjacent to the sidewall became unstable due to the cross-roll
instability. For the elliptical shape, wave-director frustration yielded a new defect structure predicted by
Ercolaniet al. Depending on the sample history, three different patterns with the outermost roll parallel to the
wall were found. For one, the central downflow roll seen in the stadium was shortened to the point where it
resembled a single convection cell. Along much of the major diameter there existed an upflow roll. The new
defect structure occurred where the two downflow rolls surrounding the central upflow roll joined. This joint,
instead of being smooth as in the stadium case, was angular and created a protuberance pointing outward along
the major diameter. We also found a pattern with an upflow roll along the major diameter without the central
downflow cell. A third pattern contained a downflow cell, but this cell was displaced by a roll width from the
center along a minor diameter. Ase increased, the lengthLe between the two protuberances and the wave
numbers along the outer parts of the major diameter decreased for all three patterns, analogous to what was
found for the stadium. The upper stability limit of these patterns was also set by the cross-roll instability.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the absence of significant external noise, ideal tw
dimensional patterns in nonlinear dissipative systems
have regular structures with long-range order, such as pa
lel straight rolls or stripes, squares, or hexagons. Close
proximations to this idealization can be found in convect
of a thin horizontal layer of fluid heated from below, i.e.,
Rayleigh-Bénard convection~RBC! @1#; but the same pat
terns occur in many other driven systems, including ve
cally vibrated layers of sand, chemical reactions, and b
logical systems@2#. An interesting problem is the study o
defects that can be induced in such structures. This issue
addressed recently from a mathematical point of view
Ercolaniet al. @3,4#. The problem is of interest because d
fects are characteristic of ‘‘natural’’ patterns, i.e., of patte
that form in the presence of significant noise and/or bou
aries. The defects can be grouped in a small number of
versal classes, including domain walls, dislocations, con
and concave disclinations, foci, and spiral defects. In Fig
we show examples of a few of these@5–11#.

Here we present the results of an experimental study
new defect structure which arises as a result of wave-dire
frustration and which was discussed by Ercolaniet al. @3,4#.
It occurs in samples with elliptical sidewalls when the axis
the outermost roll is forced to be parallel to the wall. Wh
the same is done in a stadium-shaped container~two semi-
circles connected by a straight section!, wave directors ema
nating from the curved sections of the sidewall will interse
1063-651X/2002/66~4!/046308~6!/$20.00 66 0463
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at the centers of the semicircles forming the stadium en
This is expected to lead to the formation of two conv
disclinations connected by a straight roll along the ma
diameter. However, a similar exercise for an elliptical sha
and indeed for a range of shapes with nonconstant radiu
curvature, yields caustics at the points where the wave di
tors intersect. This is associated with a wave-director frus
tion that is expected to lead to a new type of defect structu
Here we present shadowgraph images@12# of this structure
as well as of convex disclinations which were obtained w
RBC samples in elliptical- and stadium-shaped contain
respectively.

For the stadium, we observed the expected convex dis
nations, connected by a downflow roll along the major dia
eter. These structures were stable over the range 0&e
[DT/DTc21&2, and no other patterns were found. Ase
increased, the wave number of the rolls adjacent to
curved ends decreased, consistent with the known wa
number selection by the curved rolls of foci@13–18#. For e
near 2, this wave number became unstable to cross rolls

For the ellipse, we found that the central downflow roll
the stadium had shrunk so as to form a single downflow
at the center. Along a significant length of the major diame
there was thus an upflow roll. The adjacent downflow ro
met at an angle, forming two singularities rather than be
smoothly curved. At each of the corners, a small protub
ance emanated along the major diameter in the direction
ward the sidewall. We also found patterns in which t
downflow cell at the center was absent, and ones in whic
©2002 The American Physical Society08-1
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single upflow cell occurred immersed in the downflow r
adjacent to the major diameter. All three structures w
stable over a widee range. As for the stadium, the distan
between the two singularities decreased with increasinge,
and at largee the stability limit of these structures was d
termined by the cross-roll instability. Our results are cons
tent with the prediction of@3,4#.

In the next section, we briefly describe some details of
experiment. In Sec. III A, we present and discuss the patte
that have been found in the stadium-shaped and in the e
tical sample. In Sec. III B, we examine the wave numb
selected by these structures.

II. APPARATUS

We used a standard Rayleigh-Be´nard convection appara
tus as described elsewhere@19–21#. The cell top was a sap
phire, and the bottom was a diamond-machined alumin
plate with a metal-film heater attached to its bottom. The c

FIG. 1. Shadowgraph images of defects observed in Rayle
Bénard convection. Light~dark! areas correspond to downflowing
relatively cold ~upflowing, relatively warm! fluid. ~a! A domain
wall. From Ref.@5#. ~b! A dislocation. From Ref.@6#. ~c! A focus
singularity. From Ref.@7#. ~d! A wall focus located at the latera
wall containing the fluid. From Ref.@7#. ~e! A convex disclination.
From Ref.@8#. ~f! A somewhat imperfect concave disclination~three
wall foci are also seen!. From Ref.@9#. ~g! A single-armed spiral
defect. From Ref.@10#. ~h! A double-armed spiral defect. From Re
@10#.
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wall was made of lexan@22# with a thermal conductivity of
0.23 W/m K. The lexan disk was circular, with a diameter
9.6 cm. A cell of the desired shape was cut out of its cen
Imbedded in the cell wall, parallel and close to the inn
cutout, was a second heater consisting of a manganin wir
0.013 cm diameter with a resistance of approximately 12V.
This heater could be used to force convective flow near
wall even slightly below the bulk onset, and could crea
convection rolls parallel to it. Power dissipation in this hea
typically was 1.0 W.

We investigated a stadium-shaped~two semicircles con-
nected by a straight section! and an elliptical cell. For both
geometries, the thickness of the cell wall and fluid layer w
d50.229 cm. The major~minor! diameter wasD158.89
(D255.93) cm, yielding an aspect ratioG15D1/2d519.4
(G25D2/2d513.0). Thus we hadG1 /G251.5. For the sta-
dium, this geometry implies that the length of the straig
walled central section was equal to the radius of the sem
cular ends.

We also studied an additional elliptical cell constructed
the same way, except that the thickness of the cell wall
fluid layer was 0.152 cm. This cell had aspect ratiosG1
529.1 andG2519.5. For this cell, we were unable to ge
erate patterns that were reflection-symmetric about the m
diameter.

The fluid was ethanol at a mean temperature of 32.0
with a conductivity of 0.167 W/m K and a Prandtl numb
s514.2. The vertical thermal diffusion time wastv
561 sec. When a temperature differenceDT was to be ap-
plied, the bath~bottom plate! temperature was lowere
~raised! by DT/2. The critical temperature difference for th
onset of convection in the cell withd50.229 cm wasDTc
51.33 °C. We estimateDTc54.49 °C for the cell withd
50.152 cm.

Flow visualization was by the shadowgraph method@12#.
The images were divided by a reference image and resc
for optimal visual appearance. Each image was rescaled
cording to its own standard deviation from its mean. Th
the visual appearance yields no indication of the flow am
tude. In all images, the brightest~darkest! regions correspond
to relatively cold downflow~warm upflow!.

We used various histories in an attempt to create differ
patterns in a given cell. It was always easy to create dis
dered patterns with many roll axes orthogonal to the w
These were not of interest in the present work. To create
patterns of interest here, we usually kept the power of
wall heater at 1 W and equilibrated the system with no
ditional power for six hours. In one method we then su
denly setDT to 1.6 °C (e.0.2) and equilibrated for two
hours. ThereafterDT was increased in steps of 0.2 °C, wi
equilibration times of 2 h after each step. For the elliptica
cell, this usually yielded a pattern with a downflow cell at t
geometrical center~see Fig. 3!. In the other procedure we
equilibrated the system atDT.1.0 °C (e.20.25) for six
hours, followed by a step toDT51.6 °C. This usually
yielded patterns like those in Fig. 4 below. For the stadiu
these procedures all yielded a single unique pattern.
course we cannot rule out that other stable patterns ca
generated by other procedures. Although considerable t
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was required initially to establish a desired pattern, equilib
tion to a new wave-number distribution at a newe value was
relatively fast andDT could be changed at time intervals
one or two hours in increments of 0.1 or 0.2 °C. An ima
was taken at the end of the equilibration period.

III. RESULTS

A. Patterns

1. Stadium

Patterns obtained in the stadium geometry are show
Fig. 2 for several values ofe. Each contained a straigh
central roll with downflow along part of the major diamete
terminating in two convex disclinations. The wave numb
of the rolls in the curved section of the pattern decrea
with increasinge, with a consequent decrease of the lengtL
of the central roll. At smalle, the convex disclinations wer
essentially perfect. At largere, the curvature near the discl
nation of the roll pair surrounding the central roll increas
and gave a more angular appearance. The upper sta
limit of this pattern type was determined by the cross-r
instability, which caused a breakup of the outermost roll n
one curved end of the pattern~seee51.86 and 2.16 in Fig.
2!. The dependence ofL on e will be discussed further below
in Sec. III B. At smalle, the pattern remained stable until i
amplitude vanished for negativee ~see the upper left imag
in Fig. 2!.

FIG. 2. Patterns obtained in the stadium-shaped cell withG1

519.4 andG2513.0. From left to right and then top to bottom, th
images are fore520.023, 0.076, 0.128, 0.203, 0.50, 0.96, 1.2
1.86, and 2.16.
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2. Ellipse

For the ellipse, we were able to generate three differ
kinds of patterns with the outermost roll parallel to the wa
In all of them there was downflow~bright in the shadow-
graph! adjacent to the wall.

Typical examples of the first pattern type are shown
Fig. 3. It had reflection symmetry about the major diame
A small convection cell with downflow at its center occupie
the center of the sample. This cell corresponds to the m
longer downflow roll along the major diamater of the st
dium; the geometric frustration of the ellipse caused t
downflow roll to decrease its length until a stable cell r
sulted. We will refer to this pattern as a symmetric downflo
pattern. Away from the sample center along the major a
there was upflow that terminated in two defects. These
fects differ from the convex disclinations encountered in
stadium geometry in that the surrounding downflow reg
has a protrusion pointing outward along the major diame
This singularity, called a ‘‘protuberance,’’ corresponds to t
prediction of Ercolaniet al. @4# and is the result of the frus
tration that occurs in the elliptical geometry. Similar patter
have been generated by numerical integration of the Sw
Hohenberg equation@4# and of the Boussinesq equation
@23#. The structure is stable over a widee range.

A second type of pattern had upflow without a cent
downflow cell along a central part of the major diamet
This upflow roll terminated in two protuberances. The refle
tion symmetry about the major diameter was broken by
immersion of an upflow cell in the downflow roll adjacent

,

FIG. 3. Symmetric downflow patterns in the elliptical cell wit
G1519.4 andG2513.0. From left to right and then top to bottom
the images are fore520.023, 0.076, 0.128, 0.203, 0.35, 0.6
0.95, 1.26, and 2.01.
8-3
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the major diameter, as shown in Fig. 4. The upflow cell m
be regarded as a bound pair of dislocations of opposite to
logical charge. We will refer to this pattern as an asymme
upflow pattern. As seen in the figure, the dislocation pair w
stable over a considerablee range, but beyonde.1.6 it dis-
appeared. This yielded a symmetric upflow pattern at lar
e.

In the third pattern~Fig. 5!, there is upflow along the
central part of the major diameter, and this pattern
reflection-symmetric about the major diameter~symmetric
upflow pattern!. It is identical to the pattern that evolve
from the asymmetric upflow pattern at largee*1.6. The line
of upflow again terminates in two protuberances.

A detailed view of the central sections of all four patter
is given in Fig. 6.

The stability ranges of all three patterns for the elliptic
sample were similar. Figure 3 illustrates the behavior
smalle. As e decreased below about 0.2, some irregularit
involving dislocations tended to form near the sample cen
At even smallere, the pattern amplitude vanished in th
center while a weak roll system due to the sidewall forc
by the wall heater remained near the wall~see upper left,e
520.02).

At large e, the patterns became unstable to cross rolls
can be seen in Fig. 4 fore52.31. As the central straight-ro
section became shorter, the roll wavelength in the region
greatest curvature increased and locally approached
cross-roll instability@24#. This is similar to what was ob
served for the stadium~see Fig. 2 ate51.86 and 2.16!, but
for the ellipse the instability occurred at a slightly largere
value.

We also attempted to establish patterns of high symm
in an elliptical cell with larger aspect ratios@25# (G1529.1
and G2519.5), but were not very successful. In Fig. 7, w
show some of our results. Each pattern was equilibrated
six hours before the image was taken. The patterns were
reflection-symmetric about their major diameter. They b
came unstable to cross rolls near the wall in the area

FIG. 4. Asymmetric upflow patterns in the elliptical cell wit
G1519.4 andG2513.0. From left to right and then top to bottom
the images are fore50.35, 0.65, 1.10, 1.56, 1.71, and 2.31.
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largest curvature already fore.0.4, which is much smaller
than the stability limit for the smaller-G cell. In Fig. 8, we
show the central section of the pattern fore50.11. Although
the pattern contains a variety of defects, some of these
have similarities to the defects in reflection-symmetric p
terns generated by Ercolaniet al. @4# by numerical integra-
tion of the Swift-Hohenberg equation.

B. Wave numbers

At modest or largee, the smallest wavelengths~largest
wave vectors! of the patterns are along the minor diamet
In this direction, the phase of the pattern is pinned at the
opposite walls, and thus the number of rolls and aver
wavelengthl̄2,i ,i 5s,e are independent ofe. For the sta-
dium patterns~s! and for the symmetric upflow patterns o
the ellipse~e! there wereN2,s512 andN2,e511 roll pairs,

FIG. 5. Symmetric upflow patterns in the elliptical cell wit
G1519.4 andG2513.0. From left to right, the images are fore
50.35, 1.10, and 1.86.

FIG. 6. Detailed views of the central sections of the stadi
pattern~top left! and the three elliptical patterns fore50.95.
8-4
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respectively, along the minor diameter. In units of the c
spacing d, this corresponds tol̄2,i52G2 /N2,i52.17 and
2.36, respectively. The corresponding average wave vec
k̄2,i52p/l̄2,i are 2.90 and 2.66, respectively, somewh
smaller than the critical wave vectorkc53.117 at onset of
convection. For the symmetric downflow pattern of the
lipse, l̄2,e and k̄2,e are the same as for the stadium patter

Along the major diameter, the phase of the rolls is a
pinned at the walls, but it is free at the disclinations or p
tuberances because the central roll can adjust its length.
provides the opportunity for a wave-number selection p
cess to become effective and the wavelengths and num
l̄1,i andk̄1,i in this direction can depend one. The lengthLs
of the downflow roll along the major diameter of the stadiu
is shown as open circles in Fig. 9. Also shown are the d
tancesLe between the extreme ends of the protuberance
the symmetric downflow~solid circles!, symmetric upflow
~crosses!, and asymmetric upflow~pluses! patterns, respec
tively. One sees thatLe is the same within our resolution fo
the three elliptical patterns, but that it is somewhat lar

FIG. 7. Patterns obtained in a cell withG1529.1 and G2

519.5. From left to right and then top to bottom the images are
e50.11, 0.29, 0.38, and 0.42. The last pattern, ate50.42, was un-
stable and over many hours evolved to a pattern with roll a
orthogonal to the sidewall.

FIG. 8. A detailed view of the pattern forG1529.1, G2519.5,
ande50.11.
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thanLs for the stadium. Except perhaps for very smalle, we
can representLi ,i 5s,e by a straight line,

Li5Ai1Bie, ~1!

as shown by the two solid lines in the figure. WithLi in units
of d, we find As512.96, Bs525.14, Ae516.36, andBe
524.12.

For all three elliptical patterns, there areNe55 roll pairs
between the protuberance and the cell wall. For the stadi
however, there areNs56 roll pairs between the disclinatio

r

s

FIG. 9. The lengthsLs andLe of the central straight sections o
the patterns. The open circles are for the stadium (Ls). The remain-
ing data are for the symmetric downflow patterns~solid circles!,
symmetric upflow patterns~crosses!, and asymmetric upflow pat
terns ~pluses! of the ellipse (Le). The solid lines represent fits o
Eq. ~1! separately to the stadium and the ellipse results.

FIG. 10. The average wave numberk̄1,i ,i 5s,e along the major
diameter between the disclination/protuberance and the sidew
The open circles are for the stadium. The remaining data are for
symmetric downflow patterns~solid circles!, symmetric upflow pat-
terns~crosses!, and asymmetric upflow patterns~pluses! of the el-
lipse. The dotted line is the neutral curve of the infinite system. T
two solid lines are the zig-zag instability~ZZ! and the cross-roll
instability ~CR! of the infinite system of parallel straight rolls an
s514.2. The three vertical dashed lines correspond to the w

numbersk̄2,i along the minor diameter and tokc . The dash-dotted
line is the theoretical result@18# for the wave number selected b
the focus singularity of the axisymmetric pattern and fors57.
8-5
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W. MEEVASANA AND G. AHLERS PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 046308 ~2002!
and the wall. The average wave number of the rolls betw
the disclination/protuberance and the wall is given byk̄1,i
52p/@(G12Li /2)/Ni #. Results fork1,i are shown in Fig. 10.
At small e, the selectedk̄1,i depends on the geometry, but fo
both cases it is considerably smaller than the critical w
numberkc ~the k̄2,i andkc are shown as dashed vertical lin
in the figure!. For smalle, the values ofk̄1,i lie below the
zig-zag bulk instability line@24,26# of the laterally infinite
uniform roll system. Presumably the roll curvature and fin
system size stabilize the rolls in spite of the known bu
instability @27–30#. At modest and largee, one sees that the
ellipse and the stadium select very similar average w
numbers along the major diameter. At largee, the values of
k̄1,i lie well to the left of the cross-roll instability@24,26# of
the bulk system. Again one concludes that the finite sys
size and/or roll curvature provide stabilization. In this ca
the experimentally observed stability limit of the finite pa
tern to cross rolls~see Figs. 2 and 4! occurs at wave number
that are significantly smaller than the stability limit of th
infinite system.
a

o
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C
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Finally, we compare the selected wave numbersk̄1,i with
the prediction by Buell and Catton@18,26# of the wave num-
ber selected by axisymmetric convection~focus patterns!,
which is given by the dash-dotted line in Fig. 10. This lin
being for the infinitely extended system, must of course s
at kc and e50 and thus cannot agree with the experime
for the finite system. We see, however, that the predict
and the data are nearly parallel to each other, suggesting
the selection by roll curvature in our physical system
closely related to the mechanism treated in the theory for
infinite system.
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